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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
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SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued) 01-53-M
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) g g.P'I" Z3
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 314.8

CHANGE
NUMBER

01%5

01%6

02-01

02-03

02-04

02-05

NSHC

TR3

LG

DESCRIPTION

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

This SR currently requires that at least once per 10 years or,after any
modifications which could affect emergency diesel generator (EDG)
interdependence, during shutdown, and verify that both EDGs
accelerate to tat least 514 RPM] in less than or equal to [12 seconds]. It
is being proposed that this SR be revised to eliminate the requirement to
perform the test after any modifications which could affect EDG
interdependence.

This SR can be considered to be the "redundant unit test" in accordance
with RG 1.9, "Selection and Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby
Power Supplies," Rev. 3. This test demonstrates that by starting and
running both redundant units simultaneously, potential "common cause
failure" that may be undetected in single EDG unit tests do not occur..
The proposed change to this SR willmake it consistent with the ITS SR
3.8.1.20. The elimination of the requirement to perform this SR after
any modification which could affect EDG interdependence is justified
based upon the ability of the modification process to detect concerns
related to the interdependence of the EDGs.

The list of batteries and chargers in the CTS DC Sources - Operating
LCO and ACTION requirement would be moved to the Bases. This
deletes descriptive information from the TS, consistent with NUREG-
1431.

The phrase, "that could degrade battery performance, would be added
to clarify the purpose of the battery inspection SR consistent with TSTF-
38. This change does not add or remove any technical requirements
and is administrative in natur

2Q Ec.AI.L-oc5
The requirement to rem ve e terminal corrosion wou e added to
the SR verifying on an month frequency that cell-to-cell and terminal
connections are clean, tight, and coated with anticorrosion material.
These elements of a visual inspection are consistent with IEEE<50,
1995. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

A Note would be added to SRs that these SRs are not to be performed
in MODEs 1, 2, 3, or 4. Since these surveillances discharge the battery
such that it would not have capacity left to perform its required function,
this SR must be performed when the battery is not required to support
an operable vital bus. The addition of this Note is consistent with
NUREG-1431.

The SR would be changed to allow performing a modified performance
discharge test instead of the performance discharge test. The modified
performance test is a more severe test and envelopes the battery
service discharge test. The results of the modified performance test
provides assurance of the battery capability as well as battery capacity.
This change is consistent IEEE450, 1995 and with NUREG-1431.
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Attachment B
PG&E Letter DCL-99-XXX

Encl. 3A 11

Insert for DOC 01-76-LS-29
gEUlsI ChV o

Insert for Q 3.8.1-33

S wording "during shu own" is removed om th frequency of
.8.1.1.1.b.1 for manual us transfers@Su eillance .8.1.1.2.b.4 for EDG

tion testing and Surveilla ce 4.8.1.1.2.b. for the ED 24 hour load run
removal of "during shutd wn" is justifie for manual b transfers based
perience in that this is a equired acti in normal pla startups and shut
e unit in Mode 1. The 'dur' shutdown" the EDG full load

The DCPP C
Surveillance
full load reje
testing The
upon lante

ns with
rejection te
EGD gene
The eiRe

ting is justified based upon plant e erience whic shows that the loss of
tion during the test produces y a minor distur nce on the ESF Bus.

5"during shutdown" he 24 hour load ru test is justified based on
the plant design for switching an control logic which can fely maintain the ESF buses
energized were an accident or lo -of-offsite power to oc ur during a 24-hour load run
with the plant in Mode 1 power gen ration (an exceptio maybe long term degraded grid
voltage which could result in tripping e EDG under tes ). This change willallow normal
operation of the plant and facilitate pos aintenance te ting of a diesel without
requiring a unit shutdow This change is ss restrictive
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VERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS
see in'3 8 I-23

P S -~7
$ . 8'. 1-$ 5 c e11 of16

Z.g.I- gg

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

1-66
TR3

DESCRIPTION

It is being proposed that this SR be revised to
eliminate the requirement to perform the test after
any modifications which could affect EDG
interdependence.

Diablo Canyon

Yes

Comanche Peak

Yes

Wolf Creek

Yes Yes

Caliaway

02-01
LG

The list of batteries and chargers would be moved to
the Bases.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

02-02
A

02-03
M

The phrase, "that could degrade battery
performance," would be added to clarify the purpose
of the battery inspection SR (TSTF-38).

g
The requirement to remove visible terminal corrosion
would be added to the SR verifying on an month
frequency that cell-to-cell and terminal connections
are clean, tight, and coated with anticorrosion
material.

Yes

Yes
-ALL;605

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

02-04
M

A Note would be added to several SRs that this
surveillance is not to be performed in MODEs 1, 2,
3, or4.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

02-05
M

The SR would be changed to allow performing a
modified performance discharge test instead of the
performance discharge test. The results of the
modified performance test could be used in lieu of
performing the battery service test, SR 3.8.4.7.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

02-06 onsisten i industry raveler TSTF-115 this
hange uld allow th extention ofthe rveillance
reque y verificatio for battery termin voltage
hil n fIoat char, and for Catego A battery cel

ameters from days to 31 day n accordance
ith the reco nded frequency at "least monthly"

tified in EE 4~ Used.

9. &4-05

cP9.8. ( -Ol

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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Attachment B
PG8 E Letter DCL-99-XXX

Encl. 3B 11

Insert for DOC 01-76-LS-29

Insert for Q 3.8.1-33

The DCPP CTS wording "during shutdown" is removed from the frequency of
Surveillance 4.8.1.1.1.b.1 for manual bus transfer@ Surveillance 4.8.1.1.2.b.4 for EDG
full load rejection testing and Surveillance 4.8.1.1.2.b.8 for the EDG 24 hour load run
testing.

Applicability:

CP NO
DC YES
WC NO
CA NO

M,- R,s vis@ Q R ~ "Qua ~ Slf 1Qe~ @elms &Sc~d
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Attachment B
PGRE Letter DCL-99-OXX

Enclosure 4
Insert for Q 3.8.1-33

Q g.P', I -8 ~

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

V SPECIFI 0 SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS
f/'~g "g ~ QAt Q 'Ctki+ ZhtAt~
g~ I ~gg g-~)~~ ~ D~s~g NSHC LS-29

~g 6 ) I I~ g ][~i~ uw/!~os 10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

The CTS w rding "during shutdown" is removed from the frequency of Surveillance
4.8.1.1.1.b. for manual bus transfersurveillance 4.8.1.1.2.b.4 for emergency diesel
generator ( G) full load rejection testing and Surveillance 4.8.1.1.2.b.8 for the DG 24 hour load
run testing. The removal is consistent with the NUREG-1431 Reviewer's Bases Note, which
allows removal ofthe M E

' eforthese SRsbaseduponthreecriteria:
Q /880isl ~

a.) Performance of the SR willnot render any safety system or componentinoperable;

b.) Performance of the SR willnot cause perturbations to any of the electrical
distribution systems that could result in a challenge to steady state operation or to
plant safety systems; and

c.) Performance of the SR, or failure of the SR, willnot cause, or result in, an AOO
with attendant challenge to pla stems

i-"el(eau<~ ~ uM ~hlHd ~~>+

These changes will make the TS language co istent with the normal method of operation of
the plant and facilitate post maintenance testing of a DG during power o eration without
requiring e unit shutdnw .

@~sos p I Q LR 'l'l lt'3

1. SR 3.8.1.8 Note is mo i ie to read "This Surveillance shall not be performed for
automatic transfers in MODE 1 or 2." The Bases is revised to state that the Note
associated with SR 3.8.1.8 applies only to automatic action which result in a unit trip and
reactor trip during the transfer process and that it does not apply to the manual bus
transfers. Plant experience supports this conclusion in that the manual transfer is a
required step in any normal plant startup or shut down (placing the 500 kV delayed
access offsite circuit in service or takin it out of service).

2. The Note limiting th MODES in which SR 3.8.1 ~ 10 may be performed would be
would be based upon the fact that the DCPP design allows this

SR to be safely performed in all MODES. The load rejection does not create a
perturbation on the ESF bus which is greater then accepted variations (result is a small
drop in bus voltage).

Criteria a) and b) for SR performance in MODE 1 or 2 address the safety effects of the
initial conditions of this SR where the DG must be paralleled with a bus which is
attached to offsite power and then load the DG to it continuous load rating. This same
capability is alread required to be verified functional er SR 3.8.1.3 b loadin the DG

RE'its~ f6 gi~Q tlat'Mcvt":illa'~ 5'fhfl( bloat gt= Gz.Arc~ H IH tNOQi; Irate~
nut-es tistttwieet Iw Ds~wueieeid 5 Peti.tt8tLtN tulisusrtel
AAi~4aM WC
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Attachment B
PG&E Letter DCL-99-OXX

for a time period equal to or greater then 60 minutes (no CTS or STS MODE restrictions

apply) every 31 days.

Criteria c) for SR performance in MODE 1 or 2 addresses the effects of the load
rejection test. This test is intended to demonstrate that the DG governor and DG
voltage regulator are functioning properly by opening the output breaker on the DG

being tested and verifying that the it does not trip and verifying that the DG output
voltage does not exceed the allowable value. The only potential risk associated with this
test is to the DG (already inoperable) being tested. The bus from which the DG is
removed is fullyOPERABLE and supplied by the normal offsite power source (500 kV
Auxiliary Power). The normal offsite power source is also supported by the fully
OPERABLE "immediately available offsite power source" (230 kV Startup Power). The
loads remain attached to the normai offsite power source throughout the test and are,
therefore, subject to no apparent transient. The normal offsite power source is fully
capable of handling the load rejection transient. Plant experience shows that the load
rejection does not create a perturbation on the ESF bus which is greater then accepted
variations (result is a small dro in bus voltage).

ghee EVrSi~
The Note limitin th M in w ic R 3.8.1.14 may be performed would be

would be based upon the fact that the DCPP design allows
these SR to be safely performed in all MODES.

The considerations for performing this test in MODE 1 or 2 must include the effect of the
test's initial conditions on the vital bus and any connected safety loads. Considerations
must also include the potential effects of the test and of any potential failures of the test
on the vital bus or any connected safety loads.

This endurance test SR is the last major test of the DG prior to declaring it OPERABLE.
The ability of the DG to be paralleled to the bus and accept 100% of continuous rated
load for a time period of equal to or greater then 1-hour would be already demonstrated
per completion of SR 3.8.1.3 (with no MODE restriction in either the CTS or the STS).
SR 3.8.1.3 does not limit the time period that the DG maybe paralleled to the bus; it only
provides a minimum time period. SR 3.8.1.14 differs only in the required duration and
the 2-hour peak loading to 110% of continuous rated load (this value is also the 2-hour
in 24-hour load rating of the DG). The bus and associated loads remain connected to
the offsite power source throughout the test. The DG is also provided with an output
breaker to protect the bus from any potential DG failure. The risk of catastrophic failure
of the DG in such a manner as to jeopardize the safety of the bus (protected by a
breaker) or safety systems attached to the bus is not credible. The plant design for
switching and control logic is such that it can safely maintain the ESF buses energized if
an accident or loss-of-offsite power were to occur during a 24-hour load run with the
plant in Mode 1 power generation (an exception maybe long term degraded grid voltage
which is not recognized could result in tripping the EDG under test prior to reaching the
second level undervoltage rotection setpoint).

ggglggg y g~g "g//$ 5igzuL"1LLAhl~ sf& lit
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This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves no
significant hazards consideration. This determination has been performed in accordance with
the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures in 50.91,
that a proposed amendment to an operating license for a facilitylicensed under 50.21

(b) or 50.22 or for a testing facilityinvolves no significant hazards consideration, if
operation of the facilityinaccordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincreasein the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated; or

2. Create the possibi%ty of a new or different kind ofaccident from any accident
previously evaluated; or

3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards
consideration standards:

Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change concerning SR 3.8.1.8 manual bus transfers is consistent with
normal plant operation and design. Therefore, it will not effect the probability or
consequences of an accident.

The proposed change concerning the DG load rejection surveillance does not create a
different plant configuration. The load rejection does not create a perturbation on the
ESF bus which is greater then normally accepted variations. Consequently it will not
effect any safety system that could be the initiator of an accident or that is used to
mitigate an accident. Therefore, the probability, or consequences of.an accident will not
be effected.

The proposed change concerning the DG 24-hour load endurance test does not create
a different plant configuration. Evaluation of the extended duration of the test shows
that the plant design for switching and control logic can safely maintain the ESF buses
energized ifan accident or loss-of-offsite power were to occur. Therefore, the
probability, or consequences of an accident will not be effected.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not require physical alteration to any plant system or
change the method by which any safety related system performs its function. No new
plant operating configuration will result. Thus, the proposed change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from those previously evaluated.
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PG&E Letter DCL-99-OXX

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The proposed change is consistent with the plant desi n and operation. No safety
system is or could be rendere ino erabl The margin of safety
established by the testing remains unchange . Thus there is no reduction in the margin
of safety from that previously established.

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC "LS-29"

resulting from the conversion to the improved TS format satisfy the no significant hazards
consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c); and accordingly, a no significant hazards
consideration finding is justified.





AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3 8 1 9 --------------NOTES--------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be performed in

NODE 1 or 2. 3.8-20

2. If performed with the DG synchronized with
offsite power, it shall be performed at a
power factor ~ Q.93.

b.

Following load rejection. the frequency
is s 63 Hz;

Within@'N Q3 seconds following load
rejection. the voltage is ~~87% Q~
V and ~ 4450795903 V; and

Within R':.':47~ seconds following load
rejection, the frequency is a 68:-":,8 Hz
and s 51% Hz.

unless required to demonstrate OPERABILITY
, following unplanned maintenance.

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than or
equal to its associated single largest post-
accident load. and:' :,mnth"—

Zu Bt':Au.-eOB

3-PS

B-PS

933.(. 35-53
SR 3.8.1.10 ------- -- --NO

is S veil an shall n be erfo ed in
ODE or 2.

clL&
Verify each DG operating at a power-" factor ~
6-.:8$ QA3 does not tri and voltage is
maintained ~ 62tm V durin and
following a 1'oaoa rejection of ~„"::,

'. 950+
kW and sI 9NOR kW swo

IX'-0~-

3.8-20

B

Q ALL 005

(continued)

DCPP Nark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 3.8-11





unless required to demonstrate OPERABILITY
following unplanned maintenance.

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS continued

SURVEILLANCE

AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

FREQUENCY

SR 3 8 1 14 ------ - NOTE
1. Homentary transients outsi e the load

and power factor ranges do not
invalidate this test. s~

2. T is Surveill ce shall be
erformed in ODE 1 or 2.

etc
Verify each DG operating at a power factor
< 6287 9493 operates for > 24 hours:

a. For ~ : hours loaded ~ @ggi~403 kW
and ~ '-,kW; and

b. For the remaining hours of the test
loaded ~ ..44NO:) kW and N
9NI00-:I kW;"'"sec

cp3.8.I-35

8.8- SW
3.8-20

tDo
8

~S
~-AL.<-oo5

,S

B.PS

B.PS

8-PS

SR 3.8.1.15 --- -- - NOTES
1. This Surveillance shall be performed

within 5 minutes of shutting down the
DG after, the DG has o crated
~ 2 hours loaded ~ QS@9 kW and

460003 kW.
gCdCO

Homentary transients outside of load
range do not invalidate this test.

All DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period.

B-PS

4 m.-AL<-oaS
.~~Qs

3.~0

Verify each DG starts and achieves~3~

i":-'i""""*-I" '-"'3l'-1 o~-'-iir~Bf -:9M:--- ':i: d

b".g4~~~~in +I8 QQ3 seconds, voltage ~~3785
Q7.49 V, and ~."-:...4496 9559 V and
frequency ~ 58="8 Hz and s 6F:,-'2 Hz.

8

B-PS

B

(continued)

r
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating

BASES

AC Sources - Operating
B 3:8.1

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that are
as close to design basis conditions as possible, testing must be
performed using a power factor ~ f9-.93 6~87,;:,,$ 5gg&g. This power. factor
is chosen to be representative of the actual design basis
loading that the DG would experience. SM~W

.aces

g-AU -005
The months Frequency is consistent with the of
Regulatory Guide 1. 108 (Ref. 9) and is intended o e consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths. ~mt)

cp3.8. (-33

This SR as een mo fied by a Note. The eason for the Note s that
durin operation w' the reactor criti 1. performance of is SR coul
cau perturbati to the electrical stribution systems hat could
ch lenge cont ued steady state op ation and. as a r ult. unit safet

stems.

leW

~~g pig < ~z ~pa~+u hk, Rick hgsdc.<wkly Cuik 8 <+l4~
Q>i t MIS~t Ak IivhlLAO( L( g F A Cb ~l~B DG

g < pg i< ~g gQ'~ 5g g~/( @gal 5 t t'gM48465 )N N0"~ ! W
gg ~ [~ + D~chvs~+ OP~78t}8I L

lhbi~ ~~~(<~F ~
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating

BASES

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

XSs-A ~

SR 3.8. 1.14 (continued) )c-AU:co5

ii ier twi i yi ii i iiiii~ i
Regulatory Guide 1. 108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and
is intended to be consistent with expe ted fuel cycle lengths.

This Surveillance is modified by NoteO. Peyote I states that
momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not invalidate this
test. Similarly, momentary power factor transients above the ower
factor limit will not invalidate the test. pe reason or N e 2 is

at urban opera on w> sc , performan of thi
Surveill ce could cau perturbations to t electrical istribut'
system hat could c lenge continued st d state o e tion an . as a
resul , unit safet stems.

s':: t .':~do "';,:i7'.:,I:'"7Ni'.b..v":1th -'":a" 'h"c 't". ~:,:".. 4X
8''w

A@3 S l-~>
SR 3.8.1.15 "

uryeillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can restart from a
hot condition, such as subsequent to shutdown from normal Surveillances,
and aChieVe Stfabv'iii'Rye;:gieaoh1n 'evthe required VO tage and requenCy
within f89 13 secon'ds. The ''3 second time is derived from the
requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design basis ~
~k-4QCA acekdNt. The months Frequency is consistent with the
recomaendatVons of egulatory Guide 1. 108 (Ref. 9), paragra h 2.a.(5).

2 PC AV.-CO
This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that the e s
performed with the diesel sufficiently hot. The load band is provided
to avoid routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloads may result in
more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with vendor

~8~< Qr i~/i'A. l ~8S~ W8. ~CCld~ +~am Q(j dna 0+74

cI/mwvblc~cYl s'ps'~ Qlloscyvns's a &a~ an< /yacc ~sate'g+. ~,s dssu~cs ~
Cl5:I +y dI'. ~e, gag~~ ~ kdrfd+o +r'ippecr +ens col& ~ jkAastl %/O'AcCy S~
dPA'an 1O dkpCC.R'd W delhi O'die d. IWIC I Cf Shab;liky ClOSer Q v~f a nOmvnef

@0 NS VObtsae,

Q g. t"-85

lies ki'k is oh inn.c~ fo hf Risk ass~im/el uiAI a sflmN~ oa.

iuifilirvv't illa. auivi india >lvt >I- a ffe@uiisod 60 i hhifm'su-.tt.
gg ~I@(( ~d] t=„pg+Rhklfwfyt E'Q ]W AfOQt, l ~ R, ~+ LABS

sbpdica giti~ fmllvuiig stiu p
loNN c4 ilia w7 <~au om

'. ifw F'S)',g.
I -$ 3
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEHS

B 3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating

BASES

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

REFERENCES
(continued)

9. Regulatory Guide 1.108, Rev. 1, August 1977.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.137, Rev. 1, Oct 1979.

11. ASHE, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

Je~~8™t)rig,:..:,8Ad:;$p&c381,::„".Report

DieSeL Cicwscii~ 8ll~ Dc 4qi= *~ SA Qg~
Lh 0 0/Hg oc.&88s 'I> I'TV"t .
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3/4.8

CHANGE
NUMBER

3.8A1

3.8-42

3.8-43

3.8-44

JUSTIFICATION

The phrase, 'that could degrade'battery performance," would be added to clarify that the
purpose of the battery inspection is to look for damage to or degradation of the battery that
would affect the OPERABILITYof the battery, and that any damage or degradation that does
not affect battery operation would not fail the surveillance acceptance criteria. This change is
consistent with industry Traveler TSTF-38.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

For one DG inoperable while in MODE 1, 2, and 3, the requirement the CTS to confirm the
OPERABILITYof the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater (TDAFW) pump is part of ITS LCO
3.8.1, ACTION B.2. and a note has been added to make this requirement clear.

Not Used.

3.8-45

3.8-46

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

3.8<7 The ITS LCO 3.8.3, CONDITION B. requirement for a "per diesel generator" lube oil storage
system is revised to reflect the current design of a shared system between units. This current
design is similar to the DFO storage system and sizing is based upon a percentage of the DFO
usage calculation during the mitigation of a DBA. This calculation reflects meeting a 7 day (or 6
day) operating criteria with single failure and minimum ESF loads.

sec &cl.r A induc+

4ci i~g f~z. q+.8.4-c'

3.8-50
3.8- 5I spy ~a loA <n$

c/k'

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS
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ITS SR 3.8.1.10, Note and ITS SR 3.8.1. Note 2 which restrict performance of these SRs in

MODE 1 and 2 would be

The removal of the Note in SR 3.8.1.10 would be based upon the fact that the DCPP design
allows this SR to be safely performed in all MODES. This SR verifies the ability of the DG to
reject a load equal to its continuous rating without tripping or exceeding the allowed voltage
rise.

The STS contains a reviewer's Note, which allows removal of the MODE restriction Note for this
SR based upon three criteria:

a) Performance of the SR will not render any safety system or component inoperable;

b) Performance of the SR will not cause perturbations to any of the electrical
distribution systems that could result in a challenge to steady state operation or to
plant safety systems; and

c.) Performance of the SR, or failure of the SR, will not cause, or result in, an AOO
with attendant challenge to plant safety systems.

Criteria a) and b) for SR performance in MODE 1 or 2 address the safety effects of the initial
conditions of this SR where the DG must be paralleled with a bus which is attached to
offsite power and then load the DG to it continuous load rating. This same capability is
already required to be verified functional per SR 3.8.1.3 by loading the DG for a time period
equal to or greater then 60 minutes (no CTS or STS MODE restrictions apply) every 31

days. The performance of SR 3.8.1.10 in MODE 1 or 2 will, therefore, not render any safety
system'or component inoperable nor will it cause perturbations to any of the electrical
distribution systems that could result in a challenge to steady state operation or to plant
safety systems

Criteria c) for SR performance in MODE 1 or 2 addresses the effects of the load rejection test.
This test is intended to demonstrate that the DG governor and DG voltage regulator are
functioning properly by opening the output breaker on the DG being tested and verifying that
the it does not trip and verifying that the DG output voltage does not exceed the allowable
value. The only potential risk associated with this test is to the DG (already inoperable) being
tested. The bus from which the DG is removed is fully OPERABLE and supplied by the normal
offsite power source (500 kV Auxiliary Power). The normal offsite power source is also
supported by the fully OPERABLE "immediately available offsite power source" (230 kV Startup
Power).. The loads remain attached to the'normal offsite power source throughout the test and
are, therefore, subject to no apparent transient. The normal offsite power source is fully
capable of handling the load rejection transient. Since the DG output breaker is open, the test
poses no risk to the vital bus





cV((c~
Attachment 2

PG8 E Letter DCL-98-180

The of$he Note from SR 3.8.1.14 would be based upon the fact that the DCPP design
allows SR to be safely performed in all MODES. This SR verifies the capability of the DG

to remain stable while accepting 110% of continuous rated load for 2 hour and then while

accepting 100% of continuous rated load for the next 22 hours. Q g. g . I -3'

The considerations for performing this test in MODE 1 or 2 must include the effect of the test's

initial conditions on the vital bus and any connected safety loads. Considerations must also
include the potential effects of the test and of any potential failures of the test on the vital bus or
any connected safety loads.

This endurance test SR is the last major test of the DG prior to declaring it OPERABLE. The
ability of the DG to be paralleled to the bus and accept 100% of continuous rated load for a time
period of equal to or greater then 1-hour would be already demonstrated per completion of SR
3.8.1.3 (with no MODE restriction in either the CTS or the STS). SR 3.8.1.3 does not limit the
time period that the DG maybe paralleled to the bus; it only provides a minimum time period.
SR 3.8.1.14 differs only in the required duration and the 2-hour peak loading to 110% of
continuous rated load (this value is also the 2-hour in 24-hour load rating of the DG). The
potential for failure of this SR exists principally in the DG which is under test. The bus and
associated loads remain connected to the offsite power source throughout the test. The DG is
also provided with an output breaker to protect the bus from any potential DG failure. The risk
of catastrophic failure of the DG in such a manner as to jeopardize the safety of the bus
(protected by a breaker) or safety systems attached to the bus is not credible.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFO "RENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3/4.8 10 of 10

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

3.8-46

uvre~ ~

DESCRIPTION

Footnote (c) of ITS Table 3.8.6-1 woiuld be modified
to retain CTS requirements for using charging

~cu ci s e substitute for specific grevtty
measurements.

Diablo Canyon

No

Comanche Peak Wolf Creek

Yes

Callaway

f ZP~~

3.847 The ITS LCO 3.8.3, Condition B., requirement for a
"per diesel generator" lube oil storage system is
revised to reflect the current design of a shared
system between units.

Yes No No No

3.Q-QQ sec &xJ G3 Jnscrk.

are &a rr»<~+

3 S- 5B ice l& Cp3.8.i-33

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS
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Insert for Q 3.8.1;33

ITS SR 3.8.1.10, Note and ITS SR 3.8.1.14 Note 2 which restrict performance of these SRs in
MODE 1 and 2 would b

APPLICABILITY:

DC YES
CP No, see JFD 3.8-50
WC No, see JFD 3.8-50
CA No, see JFD 3.8-50
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